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BATmobile Visits Campus

The Beaufort County Community College campus was a host site for the BATmobile (Breath Alcohol Testing) last week. The BATmobile, pictured on left, is a 32-foot bus equipped with devices necessary to test the level of alcohol in a person. The North Carolina Department of Environment, Health and Natural Resources (Division of Epidemiology) designed the bus to be used at various DWI checkpoints throughout the state and to educate students. Hal Swindell, director of BCCC Campus Police, said "The BATmobile is a great resource for strengthening the awareness of our state's DWI laws as well as showing how these laws are enforced." In the photo below, Steve Morgart, coordinator of the BATmobile, explains the procedure for conducting the breathalyser test to BCCC student, Michelle Leverett.